Contextual Materials for China Site

Part I. General Materials on Women, Gender and China (MLA Style)

http://www.library.wisc.edu/libraries/WomensStudies/bibliogs/chinaws.html


Hare, Denise. “Women's economic status in rural China: household contributions to male-female disparities in the wage-labor market.” World Development 27.6 (June 1999): p1011(1).


Perry, Susan. “Holding up half the sky: women in China. (includes related article on gender relations in China).” *Current History* v97.n620 (Sept 1998): pp279(6).


Shea, Jeanne L. “Sexual "liberation" and the older woman in contemporary mainland China.” *Modern China*. Beverly Hills: Jan 2005. Vol. 31, Iss. 1; p. 115


--------. "State Feminism"? Gender and Socialist State Formation in Maoist China.” *Feminist Studies*. College Park: Fall 2005. Vol. 31, Iss. 3; p. 519 (34 pages)


Yang, Mayfair Mei-hui, ed.  *Spaces of Their Own: Women’s Public Sphere in Transnational China.*  University of Minnesota Press, 1999.


Yuan, Zhengming et al.  *From Mao Towards Full Equality* [videorecording] / Southern Star Entertainment Pty. Limited and China Television Program Agency. Princeton, NJ: Films for the Humanities & Sciences, 2001.  (This program offers an in-depth appraisal of how China’s women’s movement slowly gathered momentum under Mao Zedong’s and Deng Xiao Ping’s rule during the latter half of the 20th century. Outstanding footage from propaganda and documentary sources and compelling interviews with women who participated in the events of those decades reveal the hard-won gains through Communist legal and social reforms, the efforts of Madame Song Qing Ling and leading feminist He Xiang-ning, and women’s rights
conventions. The mixed results of the Liberation and Independence campaign, the Heroes of the Nation initiative, and the Cultural Revolution are also critically examined.)


(Introduction: Set in the early 1970s during the later stages of China’s Cultural Revolution, two city-bred teenage best friends are sent to a backward mountainous region for Maoist re-education.)


(Introduction: In China, Communism gets another chance. Remembering Mao, the 1949 takeover, the "Great Leap Forward", the Cultural Revolution, and Tiananmen Square.)


(Introduction: Chronicles the history of China with archival footage and interviews. Part 1 traces history from the 1920s onwards. Part 2 looks at the conflict between the Communist Party and the Nationalist Party, and the founding of the People’s Republic of China. Part 3 describes the Cultural Revolution and modern China under the open-door policy.)


(Contents: The Cultural Renaissance -- The United Front and its Breakdown -- Mao-Zhu in the Countryside and the Long March -- The Nanjing Decade (1927-1937) and World War Two (1937-1945) -- Yan’an: the Formative Years -- Civil War and Communist Victory -- The Sino-Soviet Alliance, the Korean War and the Early Years of the People’s Republic, 1949-1955 -- The Hundred Flowers -- The Great Leap Forward -- The Cultural Revolution -- Years of Transition -- Modernization in the 1980s -- Defining the Chinese Nation: Hong Kong, Tibet and the Minorities -- China Enters the Twenty-First Century.)


Notar, Beth E. “Authenticity Anxiety and Counterfeit Confidence: Outsourcing Souvenirs, Changing Money, and Narrating Value in Reform-Era China.” *Modern China*. Beverly Hills: Jan 2006. Vol. 32, Iss. 1; p. 64


**Part III  Writings by and About the Interviewees**


"Taishi Village, My Neighbor.”
http://chinadigitaltimes.net/2005/10/taishi_village_my_neighbor_ai_xiaoming.php

http://www.genders.zsu.edu.cn is the website of the Sex and Gender Education Forum initiated by Ai Xiaoming.

The following website introduces the Women and Gender Research Center of Sun Yat-Sun University founded by Ai Xiaoming and others:
http://www.humanrights-china.org
The following article gives a good introduction of Hu Jie, Ai Xiaoming’s close collaborator. “To Remember History: Hu Jie Talks about His Documentaries.” http://www.sensesofcinema.com/contents/05/35/hu_jie_documentaries.html

In the following three articles, Ai Xiaoming is mentioned or quoted.


The following website contains a brief bio of Chen, including a list of her published works. http://www.genderandlaw.org.cn/english/show_xz_english.asp?id=12


The following website contains an article featuring Gao Xiaoxian.
http://www.cs.ws.org/newsletter-fall00.html

The following website contains reports on both Gao Xiaoxian and He Zhonghua.


The following article reports on Ge Youli, Liu Bohong and Chen Mingxia: CLINTON IN CHINA: THE FIRST LADY; Hillary Clinton Discovers How Chinese Women Fare .”


The following website contains a brief introduction of He Zhonghua.
www.lijiangstudio.org/web/Studio.jsp?

Li, Huiying.

The following article quotes Li Huiying. “With Loosened Bound Feet, Chinese Women Leap into New Century.”
http://english.people.com.cn/english/200012/12/eng20001212_57617.html

The following article quotes Li Huiying. “Change China With Rural Women.”
http://www.humanrights.cn/zt/magazine/2004020048593810.htm


---------. "A Preliminary Study on Women’s Studies Organization in Contemporary China." Paper Presented at the Women Organizing in China Conference, Oxford
University, July 12-16, 1999. English abstract available at
http://www.utsc.utoronto.ca/~pchsiung/WomenOrganizing.html

------. “Women Mayors: Strengths and Obstacles.”
http://show.peoplesolution.net:8046/woc/ShowArticle.asp?ID=1207&BigClassId=7

The following website gives a brief introduction of Liu Bohong’s project on compiling

Lin, Chun; Liu, Bohong; Jin, Yihong. 'China.' *The Blackwell Companion to Feminist

This website managed by the All-China Women’s Federation where Liu Bohong works
might be interesting: http://www.womenofchina.cn

The following article contains a brief note about Liu Bohong’s growing up and her turn
to women’s studies. “SNL Sparrow Newsletter: A Trip to Poland.”
http://sparrowonline.org/downloads/SNL003_0904.pdf

**Wang, Cuiyu.** Nothing found.

**Wang, Xingjuan.** “Why are Beijing women beaten by their husbands? A case analysis of
5, Iss. 12; p. 1493 (12 pages).

----------. “Domestic Violence in China.” *Holding Up Half the Sky: Chinese Women Past,

----------. “Bringing up the Volunteer Spirit of the Maple Women’s Center.” *The
Volunteers Beijing*. Ed. the Beijing Olympic Games Volunteers Coordination Group.

----------. "Social Change in China: The Roles and Development of a Chinese Non-
Governmental Organization." Paper Presented at the Women Organizing in China
Conference, Oxford University, July 12-16, 1999. English abstract available at
http://www.utsc.utoronto.ca/~pchsiung/WomenOrganizing.html

----------. “Speech delivered at an international seminar.”

Stephen Palmer, Wang Xingjuan and Xiao-Ming Jia. “Counselling in China: Dr. Stephen
Palmer interview Wang Xingjuan and Xiao-Ming Jia.” *Counselling Psychology Review*.
http://www.maple.org.cn is the official website of the Maple Women’s Psychological Counselling Center funded by Wang Xingjuan.


